
Installation Guide

USE AT YOUR OWN RISK.
YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR PROPER INSTALLATION OF YOUR BIGGABED.

YOU MAY NOT USE A BIGGABED ON A LOFTED BED.

For any questions regarding the installation process, please contact us at contact@biggabed.com

NOTE: If you plan on raising your bed, we highly recommend you do so before installation, as it will be

significantly harder to do so afterwards. The distance between the bed frame and the ground must not

exceed 3ft (the highest available setting on the standard bed frames). Third-party bed risers must NOT be

used in conjunction with your Biggabed.

Please ensure that you have read your Biggabed location’s rental agreement on the website.

Included in your Biggabed package:

● Biggabed foam mattress extension (two pieces if you have The Biggest Bed)
● Two Biggabed wooden frame attachments
● Blue 1” support layer (the Slightly Biggabed does not come with a Support Layer)
● Mattress topper (unless you selected the option to bring your own topper)
● Mattress encasement
● White or gray Biggabed frame cover (a regular fitted sheet)
● Velcro straps
● Large clear plastic mattress moving bag (please keep and return your Biggabed package in this at

the end of your rental period)

Instructions

1. Pictured: Biggabed wooden frame placed onto the college provided bed frame.

Place both frame attachments onto the college provided bed frame. The inner wooden rails/runners

should sit roughly flush to the outside of the college bed frame.



2. Pictured: Velcro straps placed onto the Biggabed wooden frame, connecting it to the college

provided bed frame.

Tightly wrap the velcro straps around the college provided bed frame and the Biggabed frame to secure

them in place.





The four velcro straps should be placed on each side of each Biggabed frame - one on each side of each

frame piece, in the middle of each frame.

If your college bed frame does not match this style, attach the Biggabed frame to the college provided

bed frame using the velcro straps wherever possible.



3. Pictured: Biggabed frame cover (a regular fitted sheet) placed onto the Biggabed frame.

Place the gray or white full-size bed sheet onto the Biggabed provided frame, as if you were putting a

sheet on a regular mattress.

Note: Some Biggabed packages will NOT include a Biggabed frame cover.



4. Pictured: The Biggabed foam extension placed beside the college mattress.

Place the college provided mattress back onto the bed and the Biggabed foam against the wall beside

the college mattress. Adjust the foam so that it is flush with the college provided mattress.

Note: If you got “The Biggest Bed” place the smaller Biggabed mattress extension piece on the other side

of the college-provided mattress.



5. Pictured: Biggabed support layer(thinner, darker blue piece of foam) placed onto the bed.

Place the Biggabed support layer on top of the college provided mattress and the Biggabed foam

extension.



6. Pictured: The Biggabed mattress topper (or your personal mattress topper) placed on top of the

Biggabed support layer.

Ki



7. Pictured: Biggabed mattress encasement placed onto the Biggabed.

Install the Biggabed provided mattress encasement. It only needs to go over the Biggabed provided

materials (the extension foam, support layer, and mattress topper) but you may find it easier to also put

the college provided mattress inside.

Start at the head of the bed and slide the fully unzipped encasement over the Biggabed materials on

both sides of the bed. Pull the encasement from one side of the bed and then the other to slide the

encasement down the length of the bed. Once it is pulled all the way to the foot of the bed, zip the

encasement up and adjust as needed.

OR

(If mattress protector is the 5-sided type)

8. Pictured: Biggabed mattress protector placed onto the Biggabed.

Place the white Biggabed mattress protector onto the bed. The mattress protector works like regular bed

sheets and should be put on the same way.





9. Place your own Queen, Full-XL or Full-size deep-pocket sheets on your bed.

Your Biggabed is complete!

If you are confused about any step in the process please don’t hesitate to reach out at

contact@biggabed.com. This email address is regularly monitored, and we will respond quickly to any

questions or concerns.

Please ensure that you have read your Biggabed location’s rental agreement on the website.

mailto:contact@biggabed.com

